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This paper reviews the evidence concerning the administration of fluid to trauma victims in the prehospital setting. Clinical evidence from a consensus meeting is used to propose a practical and safe framework for the management of such patients.

Evidence based medicine describes clinical practice in which patient care and therapeutic decisions are supported by information gained from a careful consideration of the available worldwide research literature. Ideally, unequivocal clinical conclusions should be drawn based on the results of carefully conducted studies. Unfortunately, even at the beginning of the 21st century, in many areas this evidence is patchy or contradictory. Furthermore, a number of the most fundamental questions confronting present day clinicians may never be answered by suitably conducted studies. Initial evidence might suggest, for example, that a particular treatment offers a small survival advantage compared with another, but the number of recruits required to ensure a meaningful trial may render it impractical in terms of logistics and cost. In addition, an increasingly severe ethical framework makes it probable that many definitive clinical studies would not gain ethical approval.

In the meantime, practitioners in all disciplines have to try to base their clinical decisions on whatever sound evidence is available. Most clinicians also find it helpful to trade experiences and ideas. Although such exchanges are strictly speaking anecdotal, they often fill the gaps in our present scientific knowledge, allowing decisions to be made regarding patient care on the basis of shared experience, where firm evidence is inconclusive or absent.

It is with the aim of reconciling clinical experience and current evidence in the prehospital trauma setting that the following article has been prepared. Evidence from the scientific literature is cited where possible. The remainder is a consensus reached by experienced trauma personnel from a variety of backgrounds (Pre-hospital Fluid Resuscitation in Trauma: a consensus meeting. Faculty of Pre-hospital Care, University Hospital Birmingham, August 2000). The concept of value being added to raw data through the input of acknowledged authorities is a well established process in evidence based medicine.1

These guidelines provide one simple strategy applied to the use of fluids for trauma patients in the prehospital setting. There are three main areas that are attended to: cannulation, the choice of fluid, and the quantity of fluid given. It is intended that these issues should continue to be debated and, where ideas are put forward, it is expected that they will evolve or change as experience and evidence grow together.

**Cannulation**

**Issues**

Early venous access in trauma patients has traditionally been regarded as of great importance.2 It permits administration of fluids, where necessary, or other drugs such as anaesthetic, analgesic, and resuscitation agents.3 Placement of a venous line is likely to be technically easier in the early stages of shock than when hypovolaemia has progressed and compensatory mechanisms have resulted in peripheral vasoconstriction. As a consequence, paramedics have been encouraged to use such skills in trauma.

While early successful cannulation will save time when the patient arrives in hospital, it is also clear that repeated unsuccessful attempts or access with a cannula of insufficient gauge will hinder progress at the same stage.

Recently, interventions made by paramedics before the patient arrives in hospital have come under close scrutiny. In a retrospective study, Demetriades found that outcome was worse in a group of 4856 patients brought to hospital by paramedics than in 926 patients brought in by bystanders, relatives, and the police.4 Assuming the results are truly representative, it is has been suggested that poor outcomes relate to detrimental effects of prehospital advanced life support (ALS) measures. There is other evidence suggesting ALS methods improve survival,5 but the aggressive use of fluid, in particular, has been called into question.

Independent of the use of intravenous fluids, however, transfer time to hospital seems to be an important predictor of outcome.6 Improvements may be possible here. Cannulating ambulance crews seem to spend longer on scene and this extra time does seem to be related to the interventions they perform.7 If the administration of fluid prehospital is open to question, then this apparent delay in transfer to obtain circulatory access should also come under scrutiny.

One way to balance the benefits to be gained by obtaining venous access prehospital with the risk of lengthening transfer times is to attempt cannulation en route.8 This approach has both training and Health and Safety implications, but has received strong support.9 10

The management of entrapped patients is a special situation.11 Here again, the focus should be on keeping the time to hospital as short as possible. The coordinated roles of all the emergency
services are critical in keeping delays to a minimum. It is probable that efforts to cannulate in these situations will not extend the time of transfer. In addition, there are usually compelling reasons for obtaining a venous line on scene; principally the need for analgesia, but also, on occasion, for resuscitation drugs and fluids.

Consensus view
Cannulation at an early stage is desirable. However, in most situations, priority should be given to transfer of the patient to a centre where definitive care can be provided. The on scene time should not be prolonged by attempts to gain a line. Intravenous access during transit has been used successfully and should be considered where appropriate expertise and training are available. A limit of two attempts en route is reasonable. In cases of entrapment, circulatory access should be gained on scene. This reflects the unique demands of this area of prehospital medicine.

CHOICE OF FLUID FOR RESUSCITATION

Issues
This area continues to be one in which, despite an increasing body of evidence, no consensus regarding choice of fluid has been reached. Broadly, the choice of options includes:

- no fluid
- crystalloids (isotonic and hypertonic)
- colloids (mainly gelatins and starch solutions)
- oxygen carrying solutions (to include blood and blood substitutes).

The decision is a complex one and includes consideration of the factors listed in box 1.

Early haemodynamic effects
The aim of administering fluids is to restore end-organ perfusion and therefore oxygen delivery. An increase in circulating volume will have a tendency to increase cardiac output and blood pressure. The speed with which a given fluid will produce its effect will largely be determined by its volume of distribution within the body and how quickly it equilibrates. A sudden increase in blood flow may not be beneficial because it has the potential to precipitate rebleeding from sites where physiological mechanisms have brought about cessation of haemorrhage.

Haemostasis
In general, administration of fluid has a detrimental effect on haemostasis and a tendency to increase bleeding. To begin with, primary haemostatic thrombus may be dislodged from a vessel causing rebleeding, as outlined above. Most fluids will cause vasodilatation, at least as a result of reversing hypovolaemia, with similar risks. With the obvious exception of fresh frozen plasma, most will also reduce blood viscosity and dilute clotting factors to the detriment of haemostatic mechanisms. Direct interference with the clotting cascades is seen with some starches. Finally, hypothermia induced coagulopathy should be avoided, if possible, and the fluids should be warmed.

pH buffering
Acidosis results from anaerobic metabolism of energy substrate, producing lactic acid, phosphoric acids, and unoxidised amino acids. This can have negative inotropic effects and predispose to arrhythmias. Manipulating pH in itself, with the use of bicarbonate, for example, is not presently advised as it impairs oxygen delivery to the tissues by its effect on the dissociation of oxygen from haemoglobin. Some protein based fluids, such as albumin and fresh frozen plasma, have pH buffering properties, which may be beneficial.

Oxygen carriage
High flow oxygen is administered routinely to trauma patients. The main thrust of fluid administration is directed towards reversing hypovolaemia. In the early stages, the relative anaemia caused by blood loss is compensated for by the decrease in blood viscosity, which permits improved peripheral oxygen delivery. Anaemia associated with haemorrhage is considered to be secondary in importance to hypovolaemia in the accumulation of oxygen debt. To date, no artificial oxygen carrying solutions have reached widespread use.

Modulation of the inflammatory response and capillary leak
Critically ill patients exhibit increased capillary permeability that can permit molecules such as albumin and water to pass into the interstitium exacerbating oedema and impeding oxygen transfer. Molecular size is a major determinant of whether a fluid will remain primarily in the intravascular space or be distributed more widely within the extracellular space. Both lower molecular weight synthetic colloids and exogenous albumin solutions leave the circulation to a greater or lesser degree. Conversely, higher molecular weight colloids, which remain in the intravascular space, exert an oncotic pull that can result in cellular dehydration. Accordingly, these should be administered with adequate amounts of water. Evidence suggests that high molecular weight starches may have a secondary direct down regulatory action on capillary leak via an action on endothelial surface molecules.

Safety
The fluid of choice must be one that can be administered safely in all patient groups. Some starches and haemoglobin solutions have detrimental effects on renal function. Anaphylaxis has been seen with blood products in particular, but also with gelatins. The communication of viral and prion infections is a risk associated with blood and its derivatives. The possible consequences on a cross match sample in the later stages of treatment have also caused concern in the use of dextran, but modern dextrans are believed not to cause the same difficulties.

Practicality and cost
The ideal resuscitation fluid should be cheap, with a long shelf life. It should be easy to store and to warm when required. Except in the rarest of circumstances, prehospital administration of blood is almost never achievable.

Consensus view
Modern perfluoro carbons and haemoglobin-b oxygen carriers are currently still largely experimental. Blood (together with human albumin solution and fresh frozen plasma) is costly and difficult to store, having a comparatively short shelf life. In addition, issues regarding compatibility and disease transmission make blood and its derivatives unlikely candidates as a permanent solution in the prehospital situation.

---

**Box 1 Factors influencing choice of fluids**

- early haemodynamic effects
- effects on haemostasis
- oxygen carriage
- distribution and capillary endothelial leak
- modulation of inflammatory response
- safety
- pH buffering
- method of elimination
- practicality and cost
The debate as to the superiority of crystalloid or colloid continues several decades after it began. Many recent papers advocating either group emphasise the heterogeneity within both categories of resuscitation fluid. Resuscitation fluids should be evaluated on an individual basis and not in terms of generic groupings.

Isotonic crystalloid solutions are cheap, easy to store and to warm, and have an established safety record when they are used appropriately. They produce a relatively predictable rise in cardiac output and are generally distributed evenly throughout the extracellular space. They do not draw water out of the intravascular space. The use of Ringer’s solution as the fluid of choice in burns is noted. It offers some buffering capacity, but carries a theoretical risk of iatrogenically increasing lactic acidosis in large doses or in patients with liver failure. Saline in large quantities may produce a hyperchloraemic acidosis. The case for hypertonic solutions in head injury has not yet been conclusively established in a randomised controlled trial. A meta-analysis by Wade et al strongly suggests a survival advantage and such a trial is urgently required.

At present, isotonic saline is recommended as the first line fluid in the resuscitation of a hypovolaemic trauma patient.

**QUANTITY OF FLUID USED IN RESUSCITATION**

**Issues**

The dilemma that faces medical personnel confronted with a hypovolaemic trauma patient is essentially the balance between:

- administering fluid; thereby risking delay in transfer, rebleeding, and increased blood loss and
- withholding fluid; thereby permitting the possibility organ ischaemia and death from hypovolaemia, before arrival in hospital.

This quandary is not new. Cannon’s 1918 paper makes it clear that he considered administration of fluids before the surgical control of bleeding to be dangerous. The same outlook governed thinking on fluid replacement in the second world war.

There is evidence that in penetrating torso trauma, aggressive use of intravenous fluids is detrimental to outcome. In a randomised controlled trial, patients received either no fluid prehospital or immediate fluid resuscitation. Reduced mortality and complications were seen if fluid resuscitation was delayed until surgery. Although methodological criticisms have been raised, this study remains extremely influential because it is a rare prospective, randomised study in this area. There are also animal studies that raise similar doubts about the effectiveness or safety of early fluid replacement.

Most of trauma seen in the United Kingdom is blunt trauma. Unfortunately, there is little available data from human studies regarding whether blunt trauma differs significantly from penetrating trauma in its behaviour. In a retrospective case matched review of severe trauma victims, 217 patients who had onsite fluid replacement fared worse, in terms of mortality, than controls receiving no fluid. Increased prehospital times and fluid administration were identified as risk factors, requiring further investigation.

Enthusiasm for aggressive fluid resuscitation during the second half of the 20th century probably had its roots in early animal haemorrhage experiments conducted by Wiggers and other workers in the 1950s and 1960s. In his classic model, blood was taken out through a catheter until a set pressure was reached, after which withdrawal ceased. Administration of fluid after this improved outcome. Travasso used a similar porcine model, but this time a fixed volume was removed. The problem with both studies is that haemorrhage had ceased before resuscitation and would not recommence because of its controlled nature. In the trauma patient, there are no such guarantees.

More recently, animal experiments have attempted to replicate the possibility of uncontrolled haemorrhage more closely. There are two main groups of experiments; external haemorrhage models (for example, rat tail amputation) and internal haemorrhage models, where a controlled injury to a great vessel or major abdominal artery produces hypovolaemia. Overall, the external haemorrhage models suggest that bleeding and mortality will increase if fluid is administered before haemostasis. Some authors, however, found improved survival in resuscitation of rats, although Sindlinger noted increased bleeding. There are very few identified methodological arguments, which make extrapolation to human trauma difficult. Internal haemorrhage experiments on rats and pigs seem to provide clearer evidence that aggressive fluid administration reduces survival.

Many of the ways in which fluid may worsen bleeding have been outlined already. Bickell discusses these mechanisms in some detail. He suggests that an important danger in penetrating large vessel injury is that the improvement in haemodynamics brought about by administration of fluid will cause primary extraluminal thrombus to be dislodged. Using a porcine aortotomy model, he confirmed that aggressive replacement of blood loss with three times the volume of crystalloid increased haemorrhage and decreased survival.

Attention has therefore become focused on resuscitation strategies. Stern and Kowalenko bled pigs rapidly through a femoral catheter then produced an aortotomy using steel wire. Animals haemorrhaged down to a pulse pressure of 5 mm Hg. They were then resuscitated to a systolic pressure of 40, 60, or 80 mm Hg. The most bleeding and the highest mortality were seen in the 80 mm Hg group. The 60 mm Hg group were less acidic than the 40 mm Hg group. Riddez performed a standardised aortotomy in dogs. There were four resuscitation groups; no fluid, 1:1 volume ratio Ringer’s, 2:1 Ringer’s, and 3:1 Ringer’s replacement. Aortic blood flow increased with the amount of fluid used. Blood loss also increased. The highest mortality was seen in the no fluid and the 3:1 groups. The authors felt that the deaths in the less aggressive fluid replacement groups were attributable to shock and those in the more vigorously resuscitated dogs were attributable to re-bleeding. Similar findings in rats were noted by Capone and Kim. These findings seem to suggest that the best strategy is not to withhold fluid altogether, but that a moderate replacement policy is likely to be most successful.

Permissive hypotension describes the approach in which the blood pressure is allowed to remain below the normal levels seen in health, with the aim of maintaining vital organ perfusion without exacerbating haemorrhage. A review of hypotensive resuscitation is provided by Hyde.

If hypotensive resuscitation is the best paradigm, the problem will be translating its use practically into the field. One prescription will not be suitable for all trauma victims. It is also vital that in the prehospital phase of patient care, strategies are straightforward, reflecting the difficulties of treating trauma victims on scene and in transit, without detailed diagnostic information. One method to minimise the risk of excessive fluid administration is to give small boluses of fluid at a time. The number of these could even be limited unless authorisation was sought by means of a call to a control centre. The 250 ml boluses are easy to administer from 500 ml or 1 litre bags.

Protocols can be based around easily available physiological measures. The presence or absence of a radial pulse gives an approximate guide to whether the blood pressure is above or below is 80–90 mm Hg. Brachial pulse corresponds to about 70–80 mm Hg and a central (femoral or carotid) to 60–70 mm Hg. Deakin has recently criticised these figures. It is
known that a degree of hypotension in trauma can be tolerated and that this tolerance is linked to physiological compensation mechanisms, especially to haemostasis. Differing lines were drawn on the degree of hypotension that should be permitted can be found.47 However, it is probable that subgroups tolerate hypotension differently. The patient with a head injury may require a higher pressure to maintain cerebral perfusion and reduce secondary brain injury.48 Patients with penetrating torso trauma probably require lower pressures.

The elderly population are known to tolerate hypotension better. Furthermore, no evidence has been found so far that these patients should receive qualitatively different treatment from the population at large.

Consensus view

Fluid should not be administered to trauma victims before haemorrhage control if a radial pulse can be felt. Judicious aliquots of 250 ml should be titrated for other patients. If the radial pulse returns, fluid resuscitation can be suspended for the present and the situation monitored. In penetrating torso trauma the presence of a central pulse should be considered adequate. In children less than 1 year old, the use of a brachial pulse is more practical as it is easier to feel.

SUMMARY

Fluid administration for trauma in the prehospital environment is a challenging and controversial area. There is not yet any equivocal answer that can be supported by clear unanswerable evidence. Nevertheless, a careful reading of what evidence is available does permit some provisional conclusions to be drawn. We believe that the following represent the best possible current expert consensus on prehospital fluids in trauma. As future evidence brings clarity to this area, these guidelines can be modified, and further consensus statements will be issued taking into account such information.

When treating trauma victims in the prehospital arena:

- Cannulation should take place en route where possible
- Only two attempts at cannulation should be made
- Transfer should not be delayed by attempts to obtain intravenous access
- Entrapped patients require cannulation at the scene
- Normal saline is recommended as a suitable fluid for administration to trauma patients
- Boluses of 250 ml fluid may be titrated against the presence or absence of a radial pulse (caveats; penetrating torso injury, head injury, infants)
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Conclusion

The consensus meeting was initially conceived by the Faculty of Prehospital Care of the Royal College of Surgeons in Edinburgh. The meeting was arranged by Mr Keith Porter and Mr Andrew Thurgood. The principal presentations at the meeting regarding the current evidence base were by Mr Matthew Revell and debate was led by Mr Porter as consensus statements were reached. After the meeting, provisional comments were invited by email before a document was drawn up. Mr Revell’s preliminary draft was subsequently revised and edited by Mr Porter and Mr Greaves.
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